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Consumer driven. 
Environmentally focused.

406.587.5428
1921 W. Main    Bozeman

www.pierceflooring.com

Pierce Flooring.  Your style.  Your world.
Pierce Flooring & Design is Montana’s exclusive floor 

covering dealer to offer recycling efforts for both 

carpet and carpet cushion removal from existing 

homes during the installation of new floor covering. 

This service is available to our customers and to the 

community as a whole.  We are offering this service to 

WE WILL RECYCLE 
YOUR CARPET & CUSHION.
CALL TODAY TO ASK US HOW.

Montana owned since 1924

existing homes and businesses.

7580 P IONEER WAY,  BOZEM AN, MT 59718
W W W.BOZEM ANM ARBLE.COM • 522-7747

Marble, Soapstone,
Granite, Quartz Surfacing

Custom Stone Countertops & Tile

balcony that 
overlooks the 

Xeriscaped back yard and allows viewing of 
the site’s abundant wildlife. Large windows 
— including a striking transom over the bath-
room sink — further bring the outside in. The 
couple chose to forego a traditional bathtub in 
the master bath in favor of a steam shower.
 “You can sit in there after skiing or a cold 
day at the river and warm up without wasting 
gallon after gallon of water,” Jenny says of the 
shower. “We really enjoy it.”
 They also enjoy a large rec room in the 
basement, which has a pool table and offers 
easy access to the small front yard. An invit-
ing porch swing beckons the grown-ups, while 
the kids are enthusiastic about the trampo-
line sunk into the yard. Both are evidence of 
the importance of family life in the home’s 

construction.
 Building a green family home inspired 
Jenny to add a new dimension to her profes-
sional life as well. She began volunteering 
around the cause of green building and ended 
up as the sustainable housing and pollution 
prevention coordinator at the Montana State 
University Extension Service.
 “It allows me to do a lot of the same kinds 
of research I was doing when we were build-
ing as part of my job,” Jenny notes. “There are 
a lot more resources out there now.”
 She says that there are things she would 
do differently now, knowing what she knows 
today. “It is impossible to do it all perfectly,” she 
says. “But I think we got a lot of it right.”

 Nicole Rosenleaf Ritter is the managing 
editor of At Home and Business to Business. 

Before Green Was Cool

The master suite blends old and new for a rustic feel.

@

hrough the kitchen and out the back door, Tuli Fisher 
leads the way to his studio/shed. It’s small and crowded with 
tools, crates and two wooden boats hanging from the rear 
wall — a canoe and a kayak — but there’s plenty of elbow 
room. His propane blacksmithing forge sits at eye-level. His 
London pattern anvil is stationed just below. 
       Tuli Fisher’s hand-forged garden tools call to mind the 

best of utilitarian art. Every inch of the instruments is thought through and holds 
the mark of their maker. His hand-turned hickory handles beg to be touched, as 
the hammered edges of the spades and trowels like divining rods seem drawn to 
the ground. Yes, they are tools, but they’re so much more than that. 
 “I rivet everything; I don’t weld,” Fisher says, reaching for a pair of long-
handled tongs. “There’s plenty of modern methods out there for joining materi-

Tools of the Trade
Bozeman artist Tuli Fisher creates art for work

als but I like the traditional ones. Basically, I drill, 
pin and rivet my tools together. These were the 
methods used before there was electricity.”  
 Fisher fi res up the forge. Heat builds in seconds 
and soon there’s a soft, rumbling roar tumbling 
from the toaster-oven like device. The heat is work-
ing its way up to 1,800 degrees Fahrenheit. 
 “The materials I work with lend themselves 
especially well to the rugged use that garden tools 
are put through,” he says. “The designs are simply 
traditional ones I found to be the most useful.”
 The anvil consists of three parts: the face, 
which is the fl at part on top, the horn, which is 
used for bending and curving, and the “hardie 

hole,” which is a square hole in the anvil that holds 
various tools like a swage (for convex shapes) and a 
fuller (for concave shapes). 
 He pulls out a vividly hot-orange piece of steel 
from the forge. Laying the rectangular eight-inch 
metal stick on the face of his anvil, Fisher ham-
mers one end for less than minute to fl atten it. Each 
strike of the hammer sends fl ickers of sparks arcing 
to the ground. By the time the embers fall, they’ve 
cooled to black. 
 Fisher makes about fi ve or six different tools: 
a hand rake, a trowel, two kinds of spades, a hand-
hoe and a new design for digging up dandelions. 
By keeping the variety small, he can concentrate his 

work on the tools he knows work well. 
 “I’m on a schedule now to make twice as many 
tools as I made last year,” Fisher says of his grow-
ing business. He sells his tools at Bogert’s Farmers’ 
Market as well as traveling part of the year to fl ower 
and garden shows all over the West. “I don’t like to 
wholesale them because I know how much I need for 
each tool and I don’t want them to sell for more than 
30 or 40 dollars apiece.”
 A few years ago a major seed catalog out of 
Oregon, Victory Seeds, began to carry his line in 
their mail-order catalog.
 “We started carrying Tuli’s tool line in 2005,” 
Mike Dunton of Victory Seeds says. “ Tuli’s garden 

In the
studio

BY MICHELE CORRIEL

artist portrait by Thomas Lee
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creating their quirky, modern dream home. 
Designed on a small footprint and oriented to take 
advantage of passive solar energy, the house is made 
largely of recycled or reclaimed materials — every-
thing from steel taken from a demolished grain 
elevator to old barn wood. They even found a use 
for some very local resources.
 “The house sits on almost three acres, but we 
designed it with a small footprint so it goes up 
instead of out, and we curved the driveway through 
the trees so that we would only have to cut down 
two Christmas-tree-sized trees,” Jenny explains. “It 
was right around Christmas, so we gave one away 
and kept one for ourselves. We went out of our way 
to have as little an impact as possible on the land.”
 The impact on the surrounding land — and 
even on the views for the rest of the canyon, since 
the house is barely visible from the road — may 
be negligible, but once inside, the visual impact is 
decidedly not. The ceiling soars, bringing the eye 
to a catwalk separating one side of the upper story 
from the other, and the open fl oor plan is made 
even more spacious by the windows that open to the 
wooded hills and beyond. 
 Thoughtful built-in features such as benches 
and bookcases — all made of locally milled corral 
board, to match the trim — recede in the sunlight. 
Additional lighting comes from galvanized indus-
trial fi xtures as well as strategically placed L.E.D. 
lighting. The living area is anchored by a high-effi -
ciency RAIS wood burning stove from Denmark.
 “We could argue about how green it is because 
it had to be shipped over from there, but it is the 
most energy-effi cient woodburning stove out there,” 
Jenny explains. “It has as minimal an impact as let-
ting the wood decompose naturally in a forest, and 
it heats the whole house.”
 They bought the stove locally, from Shack Up 

Design + Home. “That way, even if we couldn’t buy 
a local product, we were supporting a local mer-
chant,” Jenny says, adding that sustainable building 
leaves all kinds of decisions like that to be made.
 “It depends on what you are most concerned 
about,” she explains. “People can always argue back 
and forth. There are always trade-offs.”
 The kitchen features cabinets painted with 
friendly — and low-VOC (volatile organic com-

pound) — blue 
paint. The counters 
are PaperStone, 
made from 100 per-
cent recycled paper, 
and all of the stain-
less appliances are 
Energy Star rated. 
Reclaimed barn 
doors — painted 
with chalkboard 
surface, decorated 
with quotations and 
drawings by the 
couple’s two daugh-
ters — make for 
an unusual pantry 
covering. More 
reclaimed barn 
wood went into the 
kitchen island.

 “The kitchen was one of our big things,” Jenny 
says of the inviting space.
 A door next to the pantry opens into an offi ce, 
which sports desks topped with sunfl ower seed 
board manufactured from sunfl ower hulls. The 
hulls are classifi ed as a rapidly renewable agri-
cultural product, and no solvents are used in the 
manufacturing, which ensures indoor air quality. 
The offi ce also serves as the headquarters for the 
Grossenbachers’ business, a fl y fi shing and photogra-
phy company called Grossenbacher Guides. (Gros-
senbacher — the company’s website informs visitors 
— means “big river” in German.) 
 The green features continue upstairs — and 
even on the stairs, which are covered with 100 
percent wool carpeting to promote healthy indoor 
air. The catwalk separates the master suite from the 
“kids’ area,” which features two cozy bedrooms, a 
bathroom and a playroom in between the two that 
can be accessed from either girl’s bedroom.
 “These are partially recycled tiles,” Jenny 
explains of the colorful fl oors in the girls’ rooms. 
“We let them pick their colors — it was the low-
VOC that was important to us.” 
 The separation can occasionally work a little 
too well. “Sometimes I’ll have to call them to dinner 
several times because they can almost disappear 
back here,” Jenny says of her daughters’ part of the 
upstairs.
 On the “adult” side, the master suite has a small 

The open kitchen and dining area features Energy Star appliances and a repurposed barn door pantry, above. The main 
fl oor living space, below, is lit in part by lights on the catwalk.

tool line has fi lled that niche very well. We wanted to offer 
our customers a higher end, handmade product that was an 

alternative to the cheap, disposable-grade garbage from China that has perme-
ated the market. Additionally, I am a person that likes to support alternatives to 
the corporate world. If I can buy from a craftsman like Tuli for a little higher 
cost, I’ll choose that over a cheap import any day.”
 Victory Seed Company is a small, family-operated organization that works 
to keep old heirloom and open-pollinated seed varieties avail-
able to home gardeners. Fisher’s tools fi t right in with the 
Victory Seed Company, and Dunton appreciates the artistry 
in them.
  “His pieces are sturdy, beautiful, functional but like 
small sculptures,” Dunton says. “Because of the cost, the 
market is limited to a certain class of gardeners, but they are 
certainly worth the price.”
 On the fl oor of the shed lay a pile of long-handled 
hickory sticks waiting for a forged iron tool to be riveted to 
them.
 “That’s a tool I’ve just developed and I’ve only made 
about a hundred of them,” 
Fisher says, pulling a 54-
inch handle with a fl attened 
fork-like blade on the end. 
He holds it vertically and 
steps on the bent forked iron 
bottom. “It’s for digging up 
dandelions.” 
 He smiles. He knows 
this is brilliant. No more 
bending over and inching 
your way across a yellow-
stained yard. 
 “I want to wait until I 
get a good bit of feedback,” he says, grabbing another 
rod from the forge. “So far it’s been good.”
 He holds the glowing steel with the tongs while 
hammering the metal over the horn to curve the 
end for the tines of a hand rake. He moves the metal 
with the tongs while hammering at the same spot, 
curving the supple steel, pulling with one hand and 
hammering with the other.
 “I want a nice, gradual radius, so it needs to be 
hot enough to be malleable,” he says, returning the 
metal to the fi re-hot forge. In that short of an amount 
of time, the color dulls from a neon orange to a gray-
ing raspberry. “Even when it’s not glowing anymore, 
it’s still about 900 degrees, and you can still shape it, 
it just won’t be as easy. With this type of work it’s 
best for the steel to be as hot as I can get it.”
 Usually, he works in batches, not fi nishing up a complete tool one at a time 
but instead making a pile of tines, then drilling and riveting them together. He 
fi gures if he completes one tool at a time, he could probably make about three a 
day. Instead, by doing it in batches, he can usually turn out about a hundred in a 
week. For a one-man operation, it pays to be streamlined.
 Once he has enough tines for the rake, he’ll drill small holes in the steel and 
place rivets through them. Then the piece goes back in the forge.
 “I like to set the rivets hot with a ball peen hammer,” he says, picking up a 
pencil and a clipboard to draw a picture of the process. “The round end of the 
hammer mushrooms the end of the rivet.” 

 Fisher started out blacksmithing and shoeing horses. He still has a farrier 
business, but spends most of his time on the garden tools, which have really 
taken off. 
  When Fisher was fi rst starting to play with the idea of making the tools, he 
gave a set to Susan Thomas of Montana Farrier Supply in Livingston.
 “He gave me the rake and a spade, which I use a lot; I’m not even an avid 
gardener,” she says. “They’re nicely made, the handles are really good and 

they’re very durable. It’s a shame to get them 
dirty, but I defi nitely did.”
   Because Fisher started out blacksmithing, 
and the fi rst lesson a blacksmith learns is to 
make his or her own set of tools for the forge, 
it seemed natural for him to make some other 
types of tools when things slowed down one 
winter. 
   “Tuli was helping the guy who used to own 
the supply store and began to make some tools 
in the forge,” Thomas says. “And things just 
kind of took off from there.”

   In the beginning, when Fisher gave Thomas her tools, he 
often asked her how they worked if she thought there were ways 
to make them better.
   “I’m not sure about his quest for the perfect tool, but he did 
ask for feedback on the tools he gave me,” Thomas says. “I think 
he just realized there were all these shoddy tools on the market 
and he thought he could build a better rake, or a better handle, 
rather than the cheap stuff made in China. He asked a bunch of 
questions about the tools he gave me and he did that with a lot of 
people who used his tools.”
    Fisher says his tools are always evolving, and he digs out an 
older model of the trowel design he’s using now. It has different 
kinds of rivets, and the handle is not shaped the way his handles 
are now shaped — more graspable. 
   “I’m always learning,” he says. “Every year they look a little 
different from the year before. I listen to people when they talk 

about the types of tools they need or use a lot and what they’re favorite tools are.”
 Fisher’s noticed that there’s been a big increase in the number of garden tools 
that are available on the market, but he also noted that not all of them work.
 “A lot of those are created for the sake of offering a variety,” he says. “I want 
to avoid making things that don’t work, so I’m very picky about the garden tools 
I make.”
 Next up, he’d like to work on some more of the long-handled tools. We’ll 
just have to wait and see what turns up at the Farmer’s Market.

 Michele Corriel is a frequent contributor to At Home.

In the Studio
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